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Legislation Passed…a New School is a Real Possibility!

Former Senator Capri Cafaro

Issue #2
A special thank you to Representatives
John Patterson and Sarah Latourette and
Senator John Eklund and former Senator
Capri Cafaro for their combined efforts to
cross the aisle to get the legislation
passed that would provide a new school
for the Berkshire School District. At the
PRIME Executive Board Meeting held on
January 12, 2017, all members present
welcomed Representative John Patterson
with applause. Chairman, Tracy Jemison
made a special affirmation and thank you
on behalf of the committee for their
collaborative efforts to get HB 148
passed. The legislation was signed by
Governor Kasich on January 4, 2017.

First Round of Meetings with Berkshire Staff Completed! Superintendent Doug DeLong and
Auburn Superintendent Maggie Lynch have met with the faculty and staff of all three Berkshire schools.
The purpose of these meetings was to provide staff with an update on PRIME, the legislation, answer
questions and get Teacher Leaders from each building who would act as a liaison between the PRIME
Curriculum meeting and their individual buildings.

Teacher Leaders are Janice Bartosic, Jennifer Catanese, Jill Jaskiewicz
and Tracy Rae.

At Burton Elementary, Amy Hochschild and Janet Sherman are Teacher Leaders.

Teacher Leaders are Matt Morbeto, Pam Nguyen and Cathy Zembower.
Our special thanks to these teachers for stepping up to move this project forward!
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Of Course you would have questions! We Want Them!
At the January 12, 2017 PRIME Executive Board meeting, Communications was a major theme! How
do we get the good news out to the community and how can we answer questions regarding PRIME?
Legislation? Individual Concerns? Questions about the Building?
Please send your Questions to Treasurer Beth McCaffrey at
beth.mccaffrey@berkshireschools.org
Beth will be publishing the first edition of FAQ in February. It would be a huge help if she could gather
as many questions as possible so that the PRIME Executive Board can provide as much detail as possible
to everyone interested. Beth’s information will also be posted on the Berkshire Web Page that will
have a special feature that will highlight PRIME! The website will provide an updated FAQ section,
activities, meeting dates, and summaries of all meetings.
In addition to FAQ updates, Beth will be working with the PRIME Executive board regarding the timeline
of events that will coincide with the 7/1/2018 date that confirms Berkshire Board of Education formal
declaration to move forward with the provisions of the legislation.
Curriculum Opportunity Presented at PRIME Executive Board Meeting.

Jay Schach, Entrepreneur Learning Initiative Instructor,
who has programs at Chagrin Falls High School, Hiram College and will begin teaching an
Entrepreneurial Course at Kent State University-Geauga this semester brought a curriculum
opportunity to the PRIME Executive Board Meeting. The Entrepreneurial curriculum could be initiated
into the Berkshire/PRIME curriculum program beginning next fall for the 2017-2018 school year. The
course progression begins with Freshman taking a semester of “Financial Literacy” followed by a
semester of “Intro to Business/Business Principles” in their sophomore year. Junior students would
have the opportunity for “E-Commerce” and concluding with a “Marketing” Course in Senior Year.
These courses will be explored for CCP opportunity as well or articulated credit. In addition to the
course content, students have opportunites to create projects and enter competitions where they can
learn about other ideas and business plans and improve their own projects.

At Chagrin Falls High School, the student competition is called “Pitchfest.” This event was held on
December 15, 2016 from 5:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. and was sponsored by the Entrepreneurial Learning
Initiative for Chagrin Falls along with the Veale Youth Entrepreneurship Forum and Chagrin Falls
Educational Foundation. The first annual “Realize U Idea Challenge” event was held in the Innovation
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Center. Winning students would get 1st Place award of $750, 2nd Place $500 and 3rd Place $250.
Students can also participate in regional, state, or if they qualified, national competitions. Last
September, Veale and John Carroll teamed up to host a “THINKfest”. More information about this
opportunity will be forthcoming!

Preparing for the Design Phase of the New Building…How do we Begin? For
over a year, Superintendent Doug DeLong has been working with Sean Thompson to discuss the design
of a new building. Sean has recommended that field trips to other new and innovative structures could
help translate the curriculum needs, teacher needs, and vision for the future into a structure that could
facilitate learning for the next 50 years. Doug DeLong has suggested that lead teachers have a role in
this process as well as building administrators.
Imagine the description of what the new facility would be for Berkshire! Field trips are valuable as
they help to translate ideas into conceptual building designs for others to review. If you know of an
innovative school recently built that may be worth visiting, please send that information to
Superintendent Doug DeLong.

Who is the Ohio Facilities Construction Commission:
Guiding capital construction projects for state agencies, state-supported
universities and community colleges, including Ohio's comprehensive
public K-12 school construction and renovation program.
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Next PRIME Executive Board meeting: Thursday, February 9, 2017 at 5:30 p.m. at Geauga Growth
Partnership.
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